






La selezione di casi qui presentati offre una
panoramica di ampio spettro su esperienze
italiane di produzione culturale che mostrano
tendenze positive in atto, all’interno di
entrambe le linee tematiche di Ravello Lab
2008: iniziative e progetti d’arte e cultura tra
Europa e Mediterraneo, da una parte; e
dall’altra progetti o centri culturali che
aggregano e valorizzano creatività per lo
sviluppo urbano. 

Il tema del dialogo euromediterraneo viene
rappresentato attraverso progetti di diversa
dimensione e tipologia, che provengono da
varie regioni d’Italia e da manifestazioni
internazionali, per la natura stessa del tema: a
partire da due biennali itineranti sulle arti del
nostro tempo che proprio quest’anno sono state
realizzate in regioni d’Italia periferiche ma al
tempo stesso di collegamento con altre culture
e apertura su orizzonti più vasti: il Trentino Alto
Adige con Manifesta, per la prima volta in Italia;
Bari e la Puglia con la Biennale dei giovani
creativi. Due frontiere, due dialoghi, verso
l’Europa e verso il Mediterraneo.   

Quindi due esperienze, due lunghi itinerari
teatrali che di nuovo provenendo da luoghi
“lontani dal centro” - Ravenna e Lecce - hanno
sviluppato percorsi riccamente articolati e
concettualmente originali per cui l’attività
teatrale diventa progetto culturale e sociale, di
interpretazione delle trasformazioni e delle
emergenze del nostro tempo, compreso
evidentemente il tema del dialogo
interculturale: nel caso del ravennate Teatro
delle Albe un progetto artistico e
drammaturgico di meticciato che dà vita a un
teatro “afroromagnolo”, nel caso dei leccesi
Cantieri Teatrali Koreja un centro teatrale che
vuol costruire forme e occasioni di dialogo con
le altre sponde del mar Adriatico.  

E infine due festival: il giovane Adriatico
Mediterraneo ad Ancona, paradigmatico nel
nome e nella collocazione geografica, e Fabbrica
Europa a Firenze, un festival che dello scambio
intra ed extra europeo ha fatto la sua sigla, così
come dell’interdisciplinarietà più spinta sul
contemporaneo più compiutamente esposto.
L’integrazione dello spazio mediterraneo, nelle
sue molteplici dimensioni , passa anche
attraverso la costruzione di una trama più fitta
delle relazioni interculturali e della conoscenza
reciproca. La produzione e lo scambio culturale
generano reti intorno a cui far sedimentare
anche cooperazione territoriale e nuova
economia. 

Il macrotema delle politiche urbane, invece (ma
apparirà evidente come molte se non tutte le
esperienze siano leggibili in entrambe le chiavi
di lettura), accende l’attenzione su centri urbani
di diverse grandezze, tra nord centro e
soprattutto sud. In questi luoghi, le politiche di
sostegno alla produzione culturale e alla
creatività sono collegate alla ricerca di una
crescita della capacità di attrazione e della
competitività urbana. Esse vanno quindi
considerate, almeno tendenzialmente, come
azioni con un impatto diffuso sul territorio, non
circoscritto al singolo attrattore o centro
culturale. La finalità è generare nuovi flussi di
persone, capitali, servizi, relazioni e risorse
civiche, determinando maggiore qualità e
densità nelle funzioni dell’economia urbana.  

I casi presentati riguardano progetti complessi e
modulari di iniziativa pubblica, perlopiù
comunale, presentati a uno stadio del tutto
progettuale o di parziale realizzazione  - il
progetto su giovani e creatività a Catanzaro; la
Fabbrica del Vapore a Milano - e quattro
eterogenee esperienze già attive, in diversi
ambiti della cultura e dell’arte.  

Il MAN di Nuoro, piccolo ma già notevole museo
d’arte che s’è imposto all’attenzione critica
nazionale e internazionale per merito di uno
sguardo moderno e curioso tanto alle radici
territoriali quanto al “mondo” di orizzonti
artistici più ampi. Le iniziative di arte pubblica a
Napoli, in particolare nei “non luoghi” delle
stazioni metropolitane e ferroviarie e in altri
percorsi di valorizzazione moderna e critica del
territorio.  

Il centro Zo Culture a Catania, ex luogo
industriale trasformato in centro di produzione
artistica culturale contemporanea, con modalità
innovative di gestione e direzione; e infine un
altro “cantiere” come Cango a Firenze, casa
della danza e luogo di produzione, di festival e
rassegne e di residenza artistica. 

Residenza, cantiere, ambienti di produzione:
sono termini ricorrenti che indicano una via
chiara e riconoscibile a costruire luoghi
“protetti” e tempi “lunghi” in cui favorire e
valorizzare la creatività e insieme indirizzarla
virtuosamente in disegni più ampi di sviluppo
urbano attraverso la cultura.  

Altrettanto ricorrenti – nel tema
euromediterraneo ma anche più in generale –
sono parole come interculturalità,
interdisciplinarietà, percorsi crossover tra le
arti, i linguaggi, i codici del contemporaneo,
necessariamente plurali e naturalmente
intrecciati. 
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PROJECT T.R.E. (Territori in Rete per l’Europa) 
N.T.E. (Networked Territories for Europe) 

 
LINE 2 “SUPRA-MUNICIPAL DIMENSION” 
“Assistance Plan in favour of the Regions of Southern Italy for the reinforcement of administrative
capabilities, in preparation of the new policy for competitiveness, development and cohesion
(2007-2013) – Convention between the Department of Public Function and the Formez of 3 April
2007 
 
Intervention typology 
The Assistance Plan is placed within the more general framework of the Strategy of the Depart-
ment of Public Function directed towards the elevation of the Public Administration’s human capi-
tal, which is considered a strategic element for the competitiveness of the country. 
 
Assistance Plan Theme 
Territorial cooperation has the prominence of the new great objective of cohesion policies within
the three dimensions of cross-border, transnational and interregional cooperation. Structural funds
destined to cooperation (particularly the ERDF) aim at the promotion integrated territorial devel-
opment of European regions, at enhancing the competitiveness  of the Union and of its individual
components, at erasing the obstacles and the differences created by the existence of frontiers. For
this reason the identified theme is that of territorial cooperation. 
 
Methods of intervention 
The Assistance Plan intervenes through 5 action lines which take into consideration the complexity
of the territorial dimensions at whose level the interventions will be carried out and of the variety
of competences such complexity entails. The Plan focuses on a number of common topics particu-
larly significant for the Public Administration: 
• the government of decision-making processes 
• institutional cooperation 
• the organizational structure of public administrations 
• the development of managerial competences 
The territorial dimensions which the Assistance Plan has for reference are: the supra-regional, the
supra-municipality and the urban dimension. Besides a transversal intervention would face the
topic of the management and of the diffusion of managerial models in public organizations.  
 
Source of financing 
The CIPE (Comitato Interministeriale per la Programmazione Economica – Inter-ministerial Com-
mittee for Economic Programming) - ICEP Deliberation n.3 of 2006 “Allotment of resources for in-
terventions in underutilized areas – refinancing of law 208/1988 period 2006-2009 (Financial Bill
2006)”. 
 
Implementing Body 
FORMEZ - Centre of Competence “Policies and Tools for Local Development” 
 
Person in charge 
Dolores Deidda 
 
Technical Coordinator  
Raffaele Colaizzo 
 
Specific Objectives  
⇒ the identification and application of methods through which to enhance, stabilize, institution-

alize the forms of horizontal cooperation between public actors end between them and private
operators, successfully tested through development policies, in order to employ them as “in-
stitutional and administrative capital” for the generation of new planning capabilities spend-
able within European territorial cooperation and in the transnational sphere; 

⇒ assistance in the construction and/or strengthening of cooperation and partnership networks
for the implementation of projects of common interest for the territories of Southern Italy and
for other European and Mediterranean territories, in the sphere of the 2007-2013 cohesion
policies; 

⇒ conception and diffusion of tools and models of support to the development of transnational
projects and partnerships in order to ensure the qualifies participation of the territories of
Southern Italy  in the objective of European territorial cooperation 2007-2013, particularly
with regard to cooperation with the countries of the Mediterranean Basin and of Eastern
Europe. 
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The selection of the cases presented
here offers a wide ranging survey of
Italian experiences of cultural pro-
duction which display ongoing posi-
tive trends within both thematic
lines of Ravello Lab 2008: on one
hand, artistic and cultural initiatives
and projects between Europe and
the Mediterranean ; on the other,
projects or cultural centres which
aggregate and exploit creativity in
favour of urban development. 

The theme of the Euro-
Mediterranean dialogue is repre-
sented through projects of different
dimensions and typology which, due
to the nature of the theme itself,
come from various Italian regions
and from international events –
starting from the two nomadic bien-
nials on the arts of our times which
precisely this year have been organ-
ized in peripheral regions of Italy
but which at the same time are of
connection with other cultures and
open towards wider horizons: Tren-
tino Alto Adige with Manifesta, or-
ganized in Italy for the first time;
Bari and Apulia with the Biennial of
young artists. Two frontiers and two
dialogues towards Europe and the
Mediterranean. 

 

Thus two experiences, two long
theatrical itineraries that, once
again, coming from places which
are “distant from the centre” – Ra-
venna and Lecce – have developed
richly articulated and conceptually
original routes owing to which the-
atrical activity becomes a cultural
and social project, of interpretation
of the transformations and emer-
gencies of our times, including ob-
viously the theme of intercultural
dialogue: in the case of the Teatro
delle Albe (Theatre of Dawns)  from
Ravenna, an artistic and dramatur-
gic crossbreed project which gives
origin to an “Afro-Romagnan” thea-
tre, while, in the case of the Cantieri
Teatrali Koreja (Koreje Theatrical
Yards) from Lecce, a theatrical cen-
tre which aims at building forms
and opportunities of dialogue with
the other shores of the Adriatic Sea.

Finally, two festivals: the new Adri-
atico Mediterraneo in Ancona, para-
digmatic in its name and geographic
setting, and Fabbrica Europa in
Florence, a festival which has
turned intra and extra European ex-
change as well as the most daring
interdisciplinary  character based on 

the most complete display of the
contemporary into its signature. The
integration of the Mediterranean
space, in its many dimensions, also
goes through the building of a ti-
ghter plot of intercultural relations
and of reciprocal acquaintance. Cul-
tural production and exchange gen-
erates networks on which territorial
cooperation and new economy can
also be settled. 

Instead, the macro-theme of urban
policies (but it will become apparent
how many if not all the experiences
can be interpreted both ways),
draws attention on different sized
urban centres, in the north, the
centre and especially the south. In
these places, the policies which
support cultural production and
creativity are linked with the pursuit
of growth in the capacity of attrac-
tion and in urban competitiveness.
Thus, they should be considered, at
least indicatively, as actions with a
widespread impact on the territory,
not restricted to the individual at-
traction or cultural centre. 

The aim is to generate new flows of
people, capitals, services, civic rela-
tions and resources, thus determin-
ing a greater quality and density in
the urban economy’s functions. 

The cases being presented regard
complex and modular projects of
public initiative, mostly municipal,
presented at the planning stage or
at the partial implementation stage
– the project on youth and creativ-
ity in Catanzaro; the Fabbrica del
Vapore (Steam Factory) in Milan –
and four heterogeneous experiences
already active in different spheres
of culture and art. 

 

The MAN of Nuoro, a small but
noteworthy art museum which has
attracted the attention of national
and international critics due to a
modern and curious eye both for
territorial roots and for the “world”
of broader artistic horizons. The ini-
tiatives of public art in Naples, par-
ticularly in the “non places” like un-
derground and railway stations and
in other routes of modern and criti-
cal exploitation of the territory. 

The Zo Culture centre of Catania, a
former industrial site transformed in
a contemporary centre artistic and
cultural production, with innovative
methods of management and direc-
tion; and finally, another “yard”
such as the Cango at Florence,
house of dance and place of produc-
tion, of festivals, exhibitions and
artistic residence. 

Residence, yard, production envi-
ronment: are recurrent terms which
indicate a clear and recognizable
path towards the construction of
“sheltered” places and “long” times
where creativity can be exploited
and at the same time virtuously di-
rected within broader plans of urban
development through culture. 

Words such as intercultural, inter-
disciplinary, crossover routes be-
tween the arts, the languages, the
codes of the contemporary, which
are necessarily plural and naturally
intersected, are just as recurrent –
in the Euro-Mediterranean theme
but also in general. 
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The publication of “Culture for European cooperation examples 
of creativity, urban regeneration and Euro-Mediterranean dia-
logue” was edited, under the supervision of Dolores Deidda, 
by: 
Raffaele Colaizzo (Technical Coordination), Paolo Dalla Sega, 
Massimo Di Rienzo, Patrizia Sorbini, Laura Toro, Cecilia Vedana 
 
Particular thanks go out to all the contact persons of the se-
lected experiences. 
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3) “Seas of Europe – Seas of the
Marche”. Appointments in different
cities of the Marche, with artists and
intellectuals of national and interna-
tional level (contacts with Eugenio
Bennato, Tahr Ben Jalloun, Roberta
Biagiarelli, Erri de Luca, Carlo Lu-
carelli, Neri Marcorè, Miriam Megh-
nagi, Santino Spinelli, Pino
Petruzzelli, Paolo Rumiz, Corale
Pontanima from Sarajevo) carried
out on in the sphere of a project of
the European Parliament, linked
with the national competition pro-
moted by the Mache Region in co-
operation with the Regional Scho-
lastic Office for the Marche in order
to narrate “stories of integration
and dialogue”. 

Having reached its second edition,
the International Adriatic Mediterra-
nean Festival was held in Ancona
from 30 August to 7 September
2008 and also included the klezmer
music festival. The festival housed
artist coming form a variety of
Countries from the Adriatic Mediter-
ranean basin (Albania, Algeria, Bos-
nia-Herzegovina, Croatia, Israel,
Italy, Morocco, Romania, Serbia,
Spain, Tunisia). 

A number of cultural productions
and events were presented, among
which several cinematographic pre-
views, designed expressly for the
Festival, that saw a strong involve-
ment of artists and operators from
the territory of the Marche. The
concerts organized by Atpos in co-
operation with the Hebrew Commu-
nity of Ancona were noteworthy.
Several groups of klezmer and
Roma music found an expressive
space of their own, who were in-
volved in order to enliven evocative
places at the centre of Ancona:
Muzikanti, Siman Tov, Gatta-
molesta, Taraf, Zaraf Klezmer band. 

 

 

 

The Concert for the Mediterranean
of Nicola Piovani (who received the
Adriatic-Mediterranean Prize),   the
Sonatas for the Moon of Arturo Stal-
teri and Stefano Cortese, the musi-
cal performance inspired by the
novel of Massimo Carlotto “Cristiani
di Allah (Christians of Allah)” featur-
ing Carlotto himself, Patrizia Laqui-
dara and Maurizio Camardi, the
closing party for the South of the
World with Eugenio Bennato’s con-
cert, which also ended the tradi-
tional Festa per il Mare (Party for
the Sea), were all worthy of men-
tion. 

The Concerts of the Notte Mediter-
ranea (Mediterranean Evening)
were dedicated to the women of the
Mediterranean and to the opposition
to all forms of fundamentalism. The
Festival also housed appointments
dedicated to poetry and literature.
Eight poets coming from different
countries of the Adriatic basin were
the gests. An editorial project also
commenced for the occasion, in co-
operation with the Ancona publisher
Pequod, at the purpose of publish-
ing the texts in various languages.  

Visual arts have found space thanks
to the “Cartoline dalla Serbia (Post-
cards from Serbia)” exhibition, or-
ganized ad hoc for the Festival,
dedicated to the Serb cartoonists,
especially to Zograf, one of the
most important cartoonists in the
world and among the most impor-
tant Serb intellectuals. 

 
 
The Adriatic Mediterranean Festival
has the characteristic of being a no-
madic festival and of exploiting artis-
tic expression through its journey to-
wards the territories where, during
the course of centuries, the most di-
verse cultures and religions rose and
flourished. 

The ability to identify the artistic and
cinematographic productions capable
of discrediting cultural clichés and
stereotypes is powerful. 
 

The Adriatic and the Mediterranean
are seas which unite and not divide.
During the course of history they
have allowed the, not always sim-
ple, encounter  of different cultures,
becoming the ideal geographic and
cultural “scenery” for the promotion
of European integration. 
Beginning from this awareness a
cultural project of international im-
portance was set into motion, at the
purpose of contributing in the de-
sign of new contexts of integration
and cohesion, through the dialogue
between the Countries of the Adri-
atic-Mediterranean basin and of the
Balkan Area. 

A formula where the geographical
boundaries are not the protagonists,
but the common perception of a
space such as the Mediterranean
which, as Fernand Braudel put it, is
“A thousand things together. Not a
landscape but countless landscapes.
Not a sea, but a sequence of seas.
Not a civilization, but a series of
civilizations piled up one on the o-
ther…”. 

The idea is that of a “permanent”
debate and cultural exchange, that
will now how to give voice to a plu-
rality of expressions, but that will,
above all, be able to implement and
strengthen territorial networks of
cultural cooperation. In a world
which is in continuous movement,
where the relationship with others is
the keystone of the ability to ex-
press a democracy which is social
and expresses solidarity, culture
plays a fundamental role. 

 

The project is promoted by the 
Marche Region, the Ancona Prov-
ince, the Ancona Municipality, the 
European Parliament, the Ancona 
Commerce Chamber, with the pa-
tronage of the Italian Ministry of 
Foreign Affairs, of the Secretariat 
of the Adriatic Ionic Initiative, of 
the Forum of the Cities of the Adri-
atic and of the Ionian, of the Forum 
of the Commerce Chambers of the 
Adriatic and of the Ionian. The pro-
ject is articulated in three stages: 

1) “International Adriatic Medi-
terranean Festival – The Seas of
Europe” 

Ancona, 30 August – 7 September
2008. For the occasion Ancona put
on the garments of a genuine cul-
tural capital of the Adriatic, housing
artists coming from a variety of
Countries from the Adriatic Mediter-
ranean basin (Albania, Algeria, Bos-
nia-Herzegovina, Croatia, Israel,
Italy, Morocco, Romania, Serbia,
Spain, Tunisia). A festival which
also involves our territory and its
cultural operators in a strong man-
ner, with productions and events
designed for the occasion. 

2) “Seas of Europe – Interna-
tional Seas 

The appointments abroad offer the
most authentic sense of the initia-
tive’s spirit, with the will to create
networks of cultural cooperation
and opportunities of debate. Symbol
events are those which see the mu-
sician from the Marche Giovanni Al-
levi as their protagonist, who will
perform by directing the Symphonic
Orchestra of South-eastern Europe
from Sarajevo and the Symphonic
Orchestra of the Tirana Academy. 

 …continues 

INTERNATIONAL ADRIATIC MEDITERRANEAN FESTIVAL “THE SEAS OF EUROPE” 
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The Biennial of young artist from
Europe and the Mediterranean
(BJCEM), was established in the
Eighties based on the thoughts and
the initiative of by ARCI Kids, the
office of ARCI focused on young
people, during a period when young
creation was regarded as a marginal
sector in the world of art and in the
cultural market. 

Looking forward with farsightedness
compared to this prevailing opinion,
the Biennial was established pre-
cisely in order to allow young artists
(from 18 to 30 years of age), of dif-
ferent fields and creativity to meet
periodically, in the main cities bor-
dering the Mediterranean, intercept-
ing currents of cultural exchange
between Europe and the Mediterra-
nean and the building of common
languages and projects which at the
time were gaining strength between
Turin and Zagreb, Barcelona, Mar-
seilles and Alger. 

In 1985 the first edition of the
BJCEM took place in Barcelona (fol-
lowing the “Tendencias” prologue of
1984), with artists from six coun-
tries (Italy, France, Spain, Portugal,
Greece, and Yugoslavia) who met
some guests from Balkan countries
and the Arab world. During the
course of the following editions
(Thessalonica 1986, Barcelona
1987, Bologna 1988, Marseille
1990, Valencia 1992, Lisbon 1994,
Turin 1997, Rome 1999, Sarajevo
2001, Athens 2003, in Naples 2005
and in Apulia 2008), in a history of
more than twenty years the Biennial
of young artists has established it-
self as a rich and precious observa-
tory of young creativity in the Medi-
terranean, a showcase  and  place   

of  encounter of cultural productions
coming from different fields: archi-
tecture, comic strip, cinema, video,
graphic arts, design, photography,
literature, gastronomy, music, thea-
tre, dance and contaminations be-
tween disciplines. 

In 2001, during the Sarajevo edi-
tion, the International Committee
established during the first edition
was transformed into the Interna-
tional Association BJCEM (with its
registered offices in Brussels and its
executive branch in Turin), always
with the objective of developing the
relations between ministries, cities,
institutions and associations from
Euro-Mediterranean area: today the
Association is composed by 74
members from 21 different coun-
tries: a network of organisms which
are quite different from each other,
who share the objective of uniting
Europe and the Mediterranean be-
yond every geographical and politi-
cal boundary, through art and cul-
tural exchange. 

This transnational Association has
the task of maintaining the ties be-
tween the involved partners tight
during the biennium of interval be-
tween one edition of the Biennial
and the other, by means of encoun-
ters, training initiatives, interna-
tional conventions. 

The 2008 edition of the Biennial was
held in Bari, from 22 to 31 May,
with more than 700 artists coming
from 46 countries. 

 

During the ten days of the event
(promoted by the BJCEM Associa-
tion and organized by the Apulia
Region), the spaces of the Fiera del
Levante – a traditional place of
commerce and a showcase of inter-
national production – where trans-
formed into a new environ-
ment/container dedicated to new
creativity, with more than 400 artis-
tic productions set in 50,000 sq.m.,
along with seminars, workshops,
meetings and thematic forums. 
In 2009, recovering the year lost
due to the cancellation of the Alex-
andria of Egypt location subse-
quently substituted by Bari, the XIV
Edition of the Biennial of Young Art-
ists from Europe and the Mediterra-
nean will be held in Skopje, capital
of the Former Yugoslav Republic of
Macedonia, from 3 to 12 Septem-
ber. 

The theme of the Biennial will be
“Seven Gates”, tied to the legend of
the city of Skopje, the City of the
Seven Gates. Seven roads which
take to and depart from Skopje, like
the seven vital accesses and the
seven perceptions which enter and
exit the human body through the
head; the centre of the soul, of the
conscience and of the personality of
every human being. 
The Skopje edition is strongly char-
acterized by its setting in the other
Mediterranean, the Balkan one, of
which FYROM is one of the hinter-
lands, and which, on one hand, is
underrated in its Adriatic setting
(think of the Croat, Slovenian, Bos-
nian and Albania coast which form
the boundaries of sea at the North
East) and, at the same time, looks
for and pursues Euro-Mediterranean
integration.  

FYROM is a young country, enthusi-
astic of hosting the Biennial, which
aims at turning this encounter in a
moment of exploitation, above all,
of the youth of this region, at its
first important meeting after a sea-
son of conflicts and tensions.   

 

 

It’s a project which both for its incli-
nation and its mission combines two
central courses of intervention and
cultural work: 

⇒ the new creativities, intended
almost literally (to give space
and to lend an ear to the new
generations of artists); 

⇒ the real dialogue between the
cultures which border with the
Mediterranean from Europe,
from Africa and from the Mid-
dle East. 

By involving artists and languages
which are typical of the contemporary
world and by making young people
from different countries meet “in
presence” on the occasion of the fes-
tival (“event/encounter” of absolute
extraordinariness which changes the
spatial/temporal morphology and the
inner and outer perception of the
hosting city, finding inspiration and
concepts from its identity and mem-
ory, in this case Bari and Apulia “be-
tween east and west”), the project
reconstructs the true and most vital
soul of the Mediterranean “mare nos-
trum”, historically and culturally an
ensemble of roads and landscapes, tra-
des and intersections between the
north and south, the east and the
west. 

Also of value are the duration and the
geographical respite, which in more
than twenty years has touched and
“interpreted” different ways and ur-
ban contexts and, at the same time,
has equipped itself with a permanent
personality and a continuous sign, ca-
pable, by now, of describing the
youngest contemporary creativity in
an adequate manner and, above all, of
welcoming the protagonists in rich
and stimulating occasions with the
opportunity of intercultural dialogue.  
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The Cantieri Teatrali Koreja occupy
an area of 3000 sq.m., a former
brick factory, reconsidered at the
planning stage according to con-
temporary canons of performance
production and more in general of
cultural promotion. 

It is a complex and heterogeneous
place, with outdoor and indoor spa-
ces for performances that go from
theatre, to dance, to music (with
the theatre, the rehearsal room, the
laboratory), for cinematographic
and multimedia initiatives, for visual
art and new technology initiatives
and obviously for cultural encoun-
ters and initiatives (with the foyer,
the exhibition hall, the video hall
and the library). An authentic inter-
disciplinary “factory”.  

Thus, today, the shape and the
sense of a place like the Cantieri is
well anchored to Koreja’s artistic
project: a venue for the production
of Koreja’s performances, but also a
place of dialogue between the dif-
ferent disciplines of entertainment
and the languages of the arts, and
of encounter with the audience,
with the different audiences of a
cultural project which goes beyond
the programming of performances. 

Within this project, next to the rich
program of theatre in schools, the
training activities, with projects di-
rected towards the creation of
European cultural networks in the
Adriatic area, with social theatre
labs, widespread theatrical schools
in the Salento territory and initia-
tives of dialogue between Apulia
and the Balkan area, certainly need
to be mentioned. 

Furthermore, building around
Strade Maestre, it presents focuses
on the new ferments of the interna-
tional scene, also in other venues of
the region, always with a strong in-
clination and opening towards the
Mediterranean: 

 

 

the summer seasons of Teatro dei
Luoghi (Theatre of Places) and At-
lante Neobarocco (Neobaroque At-
las), sustained by the European Un-
ion in Cultura 2000; Open Dance,
construction yard of new dance, and
particularly the Factory festival
dedicated to the encounter between
entertainment groups and experi-
ences coming from the two shores
of the Adriatic sea (from Italy, Al-
bania, Kosovo, last June) and the
Ecumenes project, a dialogue be-
tween Greece and Italy with con-
temporary glances of the classical
culture and of our Mediterranean
myths. 

Koreja was established in 1983 ad
Aradeo, a village in the Salento area
in the province of Lecce, as a theat-
rical and cultural cooperative which
found its first seat in an ancient un-
inhabited farmhouse (the “Tre
Masserie (Three Farms)”), destined
to become a point of reference in
the Salento area for the world of
national and international theatrical
research. Salvatore Tramacere (ar-
tistic direction), Franco Ungaro (ar-
tistic organizational direction), Silvia
Riciarelli (actress) are the main pro-
tagonists of this adventure. 

The theatre’s first steps took place
thanks to the encounter with the
Farfa group, tied to the Odin teatret
founded in Denmark by the Apulian
Eugenio Barba, a historical experi-
ence of the new European theatre.
Koreja thus began a long course
within and around “theatrical do-
ing”, offering itself as a centre of
production, programming and pro-
motion of theatre and turning to
vast and now, young and also
“popular” audiences. 

Nowadays Koreja defines itself a
“theatre of the south”. A theatre
which wishes to build a theatrical
culture and re-establish cultural and
social institutions in its territory,
with that “squint-eyed glance ”, i.e.
that deep and dual vision, which
covers its roots, memories, most
archaic identities with passion but
at the same time discovers other
people’s roots and opens the worlds
that result from them, in a project
of high cultural crossbreeding,
highly preached nowadays but not
practised as much. 

Instead, Koreja translates this en-
tire thinking into works, actions, all-
around  interventions  owing  to 

which theatrical activities in the
strict sense – productions and host-
ing, seasons and festivals – are
placed side by side with cultural
projects based on social legitimation
and sustainability, on the construc-
tion of a new quality of life in the
context where the theatre lives and
operates. In fact, Koreja’s new
name which takes its name also
from that of the new seat in Lecce,
is Cantieri Teatrali (Theatrical
Yards): almost as if saying that
theatre is a construction, or even
better, many constructions; a pro-
ject, a doing which goes beyond
theatrical activities in the strict
sense, that leaves thea-
tres/buildings in order to be and to
act in the squares/cities/territories. 

Yards are certainly “residences”, 
places which are rooted but open 
to experimentation and innovation 
(also considering the group’s ori-
gins) and to the dialogue between 
generations and between cultures 
of different origin; places where to 
stay in order to work “on theatre”. 

These important poetics are subor-
dinated to Koreja’s different work 
paths: the productions, which 
physiologically portray classic and 
contemporary worlds, between the 
east and the west, and which are 
presented at home and in national 
and international tours, often head-
ing east (particularly towards the 
Balkan shores of the Adriatic); the 
seasons which are joined together 
in a container named Strade 
Maestre (Main Roads) which inserts 
the performance appointments in a 
program of encounters, exhibitions, 
layouts, open rehearsals; the spe-
cial projects and an intense training 
activity, dedicated in particular to 
the young and to the underprivi-
leged. 

…continues 

KOREJA THEATRICAL YARDS

Important themes of contemporary
cultural production are concentrated
within Koreja: 
- the ties with the territory, start-

ing from its seat in a former in-
dustrial place reconverted in a
centre of production of art, per-
formances and culture; 

- an extended but profound con-
cept of “production”, with ac-
tivities for the territory by and
large (from training to encoun-
ters, from seasons to residences,
from festivals to productive
processes) and with particular at-
tention for the new generations
and the underprivileged; 

- a global cultural project and po-
etics always in the light of the
encounter of genders, disciplines
and languages of contempora-
neity; 

- an effective interpretation of the
place’s genius loci, intended not
so much as Italy’s extreme pe-
riphery (the boot’s heel as taught
in school, with reference to
Apulia and to the shape of Italy)
but as a meeting point with the
east and with the other shore of
the Adriatic sea, a prolific idea of
dialogue between Europe and the
Mediterranean. 
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Fabbrica (Factory), Europa: the two
words of this festival’s name, that
was established in 1994 and which
has become something quite differ-
ent and more than a festival during
the course of time, say everything
about the ambition and the will be-
hind the project. 

Fabbrica, namely a space for con-
temporary languages and arts,
naturally intersecting disciplines,
codes, media, a workshop, studio
and laboratory of research and ex-
perimentation (and obviously a
stage, place of performance and
exhibition); Europa, namely open-
ness, reception, hospitality to artists
and creative people of all European
countries, who are invited every
year to compare and present them-
selves to the public in a sort of
great “house of culture” of all
Europe. 

All this in a place like Stazione Leo-
polda (Leopolda Station) which by
now has become a national and in-
ternational symbol of the venues of
industrial archaeology recovered in
favour of culture and encounter,
which on the occasion of the festival
becomes a “city within the city”. 

In the course of years, Fabbrica Eu-
ropa has been a festival but also a
meeting point, a centre of creation
and production, a training venue,
always maintaining those initial
characteristics of internationality
and multiculturalism and those
transversal glances on “contempo-
rary arts” strictly intended and pro-
nounced in the plural form. 

In this way, having built a particu-
larly productive and highly effective
network of exchanges and relations
during the course of time, Fabbrica
Europa  has  found itself confirming, 

or even better, representing, in
ways which are interpretable and
appreciable by a public opinion that
is cosmopolitan and up to date, the
identity of Florence (ancient Euro-
pean “Cultural Capital”) as a place
of encounter and comparison be-
tween different cultures and, at the
same time, forming new audiences
for the performances and events of
the most innovative and experimen-
tal art. 

This intense and continuous bond
with Europe is also confirmed by an
attentive interpretation of the Euro-
pean Union’s cultural investments,
which in time has contributed in the
financing of the festival’s most im-
portant projects. 

Inter-culture, therefore, (within and
beyond our continent) and inter-
disciplinary character, spacing and
crossing from visual arts and per-
formances, music, design, fashion,
multimedia and new technologies.
In January 2003, at the purpose of
establishing a new legal non profit
subject, the Associazione Fabbrica
Europa, the Fondazione Pontedera
Taetro and the Associazione Music
Pool, in agreement with the sup-
porting public bodies (the Region,
the Province and the Municipality)
founded the Fondazione Fabbrica
Europa per le Arti Contemporanee -
F.F.E.A.C., subsequently recognized
by the European Union and selected
among the cultural organizations
active at the international level with
objectives of European interest. If
the previous fourteen editions of the
festival had always summarized the
themes and values set out above in
effective formulas – suffice it to cite
the titles of the last editions like
“Geometrie Variabili (Variable Ge-
ometries)”,  “Laboratory  of 

Possible”, “Sabbie d’Europa (Sands
of Europe)”, “Territori tra miti e mi-
granti (Territories among myths and
migrants)” and the paradigmatic
“Oltre le frontiere (Beyond Fron-
tiers)” in 2000 -,  at its fifteenth
year, last May, Fabbrica Europa de-
clared itself with three geographic
entities which together outline a
map and within it a network of ar-
tistic and cultural paths: “Europa –
Mediterraneo – Africa (Europe –
Mediterranean - Africa)”. 

It could be said that the dimension
of the laboratory and of the dia-
logue, of the encounter of persons
and of ideas coming from far away
geographic and linguistic territories,
conflicting or diverse in any case
was broadened, modulated and
rendered programmatic, by calling
artists and operators to share the
processes of creation, production
and transmission of knowledge. In-
vestigating the relationships with
the Extra-European cultures (from
the Mediterranean to Africa), which
increasingly impregnate the social
and cultural humus of Europe, gen-
erating new and fruitful territories of
cohabitation and creativity. Some
examples of Fabbrica projects: 
- theatrical productions (I Negri di
Genet – The Blacks of Genet) with
Senegalese musitians and Italian
choreographers; 

- the Dialogue project, body lan-
guage as a cultural dialogue, with
fifteen European, African and Medi-
terranean dancers and choreogra-
phers in creative residence and in
national preview during the festival;

- encounters between artists and
operators of the three macro areas
of the title; 

- the choreographic residence of
Moving Movimento (Moving Move-
ment), dedicated to projects which
foresee collaborations between
young artists from the different
European countries; 

- the call for the Cantieri Teatrali
(Theatrical Yards) of Fabbrica Eu-
ropa, open to the new works de-
signed ad hoc in spaces of the
Stazione;  

- the three year project
Roots&Routes, for the promotion of
young live and media talents com-
ing from twelve European cities;
Mirada al Territorio (Aimed at the
Territory), laboratories for the pro-
duction of 36 documentaries and 12
making of in twelve different cities
of the world: Tangier, Mendoza,
Florence, Hammamet, Shanghai,
Alger, Bahia / Sao Paulo, Barcelona,
Istanbul, Dakar, Manila and Ciudad
Juarez / El Paso. 

 

 

 
FABBRICA EUROPA FOUNDATION FOR 

CONTEMPORARY ARTS FLORENCE 

 

Fifteen years of festival and of cultural
work in Florence, and above all from
Florence towards Europe, at different
levels of procedure and strategies, have
built a project and an organization
which if based of the concept of net-
work and exchange. The key words are
undoubtedly experimentation, the crea-
tive factory of the new which, on one
hand, favours the encounter of differ-
ent arts and knowledge, and, on the
other, cross culture and international-
ity. Starting from a European logic, re-
ferring both to the Union’s policies for
the support of the cultural development
of territories and among regions and to
the related plans, and to the active par-
ticipation in networks among opera-
tors. Although the prospect of frontier
crossing is a constant one - it comes to
the encounter with Africa and the
Mediterranean, in the various forms
that art and culture know how to build,
nowadays, when  they encounter fa-
vourable occasions and environments:
the presented and compared perform-
ances, of course, but before this the co-
production through exchange, the open
artistic residence, the competition –
call which favours different origin,
partnerships, contacts. Many ways to
“build” culture and new European citi-
zens. 
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Donostia - San Sebastian. This year
Manifesta 7 is given hospitality by
the Trentino – Alto Adige/Südtirol
Region, from 19 July to 2 Novem-
ber. Organized in Italy for the first
time, in the sphere of an entire re-
gional territory which involves four
cities, in a 150 km of a unitary con-
necting route between the North
and the South of Europe along the
Brenner axis: Fortezza (Bres-
sanone), the former Alumix in Bol-
zano, the Palazzo delle Poste (Postal
Palace) in Trento, Manifattura Ta-
bacchi (Tobacco Manufacture) and
the former Peterlini in Rovereto. 

The following bodies were involved
in the event’s organizational struc-
ture: the Province of Trento, the
Province of Bolzano, the Trentino
Alto Adige Region. For the first time
Manifesta will take place not in a
city but in a whole region: Trentino
– South Tyrol, Italy. The area has
been selected for its historical heri-
tage, its artistic and cultural facili-
ties and especially for its striking
examples of industrial archaeology
buildings, which are linked to the
work history and the progressive
industrialisation of the territory. 

This land has always been a bridge
between Latin and German culture,
a territory of transit and contamina-
tion between the cultural trends and
developments which occur in the
south and in the north, between
Europe and the Mediterranean.
Apart from supplying the individual
locations, the territory itself, at
large, finds itself to be acting as the
catalyst for a catalyst for a series of
collateral initiatives, in the effort of
a research focusing on questions
regarding the relationships between
different cultures.  

The rigorously international cura-
torial teams, have developed pro-
jects of reinterpretation and of “nar-
ration” of the hosting physical struc-
tures: never traditional venues, al-
ways places of industrial archae-
ology which have passed from ma-
terial production to the processing
of ideas, to “works” of the most
vivid contemporaneity. 

 

At Fortezza: “Scenarios”, by Adam
Budak, Anselm Franke/Hila Peleg,
Raqs Media Collective. 

At Bolzano, “The Rest of Now”, by
Raqs Media Collective. 

At Trento, “The Soul”, by Anselm
Franke / Hila Peleg. 

At Rovereto, “Principle Hope”, by
Adam Budak. 

 

Manifesta, The European Biennial of
Contemporary Art, is a nomadic
event that ever since its first edition
(1996) has developed a flexible and
mobile structure, capable of con-
tinuously change and of deeply re-
inventing itself from one edition to
the other, by proposing new ap-
proaches to creative production and
offering artists and curators alike
the greatest freedom, in a non
competitive environment which
aims at favouring artistic experi-
mentation and the encounter with
new publics. 

Established in the Nineties by a
Dutch initiative that later took
shape as the International Founda-
tion Manifesta, an independent and
non-profit organisation with offices
in Amsterdam, this atypical Bien-
nale is a cultural and political re-
sponse to the end of the Cold War
and to the new movements of Euro-
pean integration which initiated in
the period. In this path directed to-
wards the dialogue within Europe
and its regions it’s no accident that
Manifesta chooses to work with art-
ists who have limited access to the
dominant mainstream “discourse”
and “market” in contemporary artis-
tic practice and exhibition. Mani-
festa’s nomadic, itinerant nature
has a specific motivation: it is not to
merely the, by now,  recurrent
practice of a “site specific” artistic
design, but  rather  the will to inte-
grate the sites into the artistic pro-
ject, of interpreting and exploiting
them as genuine resources, as intel-
lectual   capital  that can provide all

participants with ample opportuni-
ties of research and innovation.
Manifesta, therefore, changes loca-
tion every two years, on the basis
of artistic reflections and social, po-
litical, economical and geographical
considerations; remaining neverthe-
less faithful to a precise choice, that
of occupying territories that are dis-
tant from the dominant centres of
contemporary art and culture, which
are more fertile and useful for the
“mapping” of new curatorial direc-
tions. Each Manifesta edition lasts
substantially two years, made of
encounters, lessons, workshops,
scientific and publishing activities;
the biennium reaches its climax
during the three months of the ex-
hibition. In this way Manifesta pro-
poses itself as a sort of interface
between the international artistic
debate – with constantly new cura-
torial teams coming from different,
not only European, Countries – and
the specific qualities of each indi-
vidual location. From a productive
point of view, each edition is the
result of the cooperation between
the international foundation and the
local organizers who are active in
the territory. 

It can be said that the mission of
Manifesta is the exploration of con-
temporary Europe’s cultural and
geographical territories; in a dimen-
sion which is naturally Pan-
European that is increasingly aiming
at creating new links Manifesta is
also increasingly aiming to create
links with the surrounding worlds,
more or less near: from Asia to the
Middle East and to North Africa,
through the Euro-Mediterranean
bridge. Starting from 1996, Mani-
festa was held in the cities of Rot-
terdam, Luxembourg,   Lubiana,
Frankfurt, 

 

…continues 

The choice of Manifesta becomes im-
portant from the perspective of taking
into consideration projects of high
cultural and artistic level, which are
established in order to weave a broad
and useful relationship with the terri-
tory where they are established and
developed. The 2008 edition of Mani-
festa responds precisely to the need of
building a cultural and productive re-
lationship with a portion of Italy, that
of the extreme frontier north, which
due to its landscape and nature pre-
sents a strong appeal and at the same
time, a context which is rich in fasci-
nation and inspiration for the con-
temporary “networked” creativity.  

More in general, since 1996, the
Manifesta projectis a genuine explora-
tion within and beyond Europe, a
“mapping” that has its strengths in
itinerancy and nomadic nature, in the
uneasy research its reason and quality,
which allow it to interpret, represent,
account on the contemporary com-
plexity in a clear, curious and vital
way. 

Finally, the manner in which this net-
work project, inside and outside of
Europe, and naturally inclined towards
the Mediterranean – its no accident
the Italian location is a transit be-
tween the north and the south –
privileges really “new” artist and cu-
rators, still excluded from the most
affirmed audiences and which, at the
same time, occupies peripheral ter-
rains, that are just as new, and there-
fore still in ferment in the artistic and
cultural scene, should be surveyed. 
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The Teatro delle Albe’s artistic affair
does take form as an artistic affair
in the strict sense but as a complex
adventure which starting from doing
theatre extends and brakes itself
down both into interventions within
the territory (the “Romagna Felix”
that for some decades now is the
most vital and productive yard of
Italian theatre) and in projects that
are precisely based on an even radi-
cal cross-cultural idea of poetical
dialogue between cultures and lan-
guages, always combining aestheti-
cal innovation and legitimation
through social action.  

The Albe (the name derives from
the science fiction of Philip K. Dick)
were established in 1983 by Marco
Martinelli, Ermanna Montanari,
Marcella Nonni and Luigi Dadina and
ever since they practice poetics of
interlacement between experimental
and innovative research and the
lessons of Italian dramaturgy, from
the drafting of scripts that are an-
cient and contemporary at the same
time and which immediately be-
come stories for actors, who thus
also turn out as being co-authors of
the texts.  In 1988 the company
was joined by the Senegalese griots
lead by Mandiaye N’Diaye who since
then has become the company’s Af-
rican “column”; the formation thus
became Afro-Romagnol, practising a
theatrical crossbreeding that joined
dramaturgy and dance, music and
dialects, invention and roots, with
shows such as Ruh, Romagna Plus
Africa Equals (1988) and The Poles
(1998). 

Marco Martinelli, in 1987, presented
the “black and white” Albe with ap-
parent paradoxes: THE INVENTION
OF ROMAGNA AFRICANA 

“In September 1986 the Albe made
a crucial discovery. They discovered
that Romagna is Africa. Romagna is
a piece of Africa that went adrift at
the beginning of time, a black raft
that floated all the way up here and
ended up stuck in the European
fogs. … Are we all Moroccans? Yes,
we’re all Moroccans. The racism di-
rected against the vu cumprà may
be an expression of hatred towards
fathers who return, return to their
land. … After five centuries of
armed robbery by whites, the big
alteration of course has begun. We
have to pay our debts – My Africa
(yours, ours) indeed! The blacks are
arriving in throngs, coming to dis-
cover ‘their Europe’. There are lots
of them and they have children,
something we’ve stopped doing. In
this century there will be a billion of
them. … The north is changing col-
our: may Ravenna too, like all the
grey towns in this slice of the world,
learn to be wise and Moroccan, like
its deepest vein, and learn to open
dialogue with those who tomorrow
will be the new lords of the planet. 

We await them hopefully”. 

The production of the Poles, in par-
ticular, initiates a long project on
Jarry’s pataphysical work, which is
continuously reinvented and re-
staged in various parts of the world,
from Chicago in 2005 (on the occa-
sion of an important resi-
dence/workshop with African stu-
dents) to the activities of the “Non
Scuola (Non School)” laboratory for
kids (another emblematic initiative
of the Albe) which in 2006 arrived
from Ravenna also to Scampia,
Naples, in the sphere of the cultural
and social project Arrevuoto, cur-
rently Punta Corsara. 

The last important rewriting or, bet-
ter still, the new “giving of life” by
Jarry, that debuted in 2007 at Li-
moges, is Ubu Buur, “Ubu king” in
the wolof language, with the masks
being interpreted by the historical
(black and white) Albe and a chorus
of teenagers coming from Diol
Kadd, a small village in the heart of
Senegal. The work sets Jarry’s
imaginary Poland on the African
continent, so the prevailing lan-
guage is wolof, together with Italian
and Romagnol dialect with its
French assonances. In this context
the figures of Pa and Ma Ubu take
on the guise of local power, becom-
ing the symbol of the many dicta-
tors causing bloodshed in the Afri-
can continent. 

Concerning this long, wandering but
coherent artistic trajectory and the-
atrical production, which, as we’ve
seen, very often practices digres-
sion “beyond theatre”, always in
relation to the contexts, the emer-
gencies, the transformations, the
blind areas of contemporary society,
we must certainly remember a
more, so to speak, institutional ac-
tion in its territory of origin, Ra-
venna. 

From the articulate and original
training activities of the “Non
Scuola” for kids from high schools,
technical and professional institutes,
entitled not without reason citing
don Milani, to the synthesis of a
path of pluriennial rooting which in
1991 led to the establishment of the
Ravenna Teatro (Ravenna Theatre),
together with the Compagnia
Drammatico Vegetale (Dramatic
Vegetable Company) (from the
same city): a permanent theatre of
innovation which presets itself as
“permanent corsair” which con-
ducts, with the support of the Mu-
nicipality of Ravenna, a practice of
culture, or, better still, of  theatrical
“culture” (cultivation) of the city
and within the city, with the “canti-
eri del nuovo (yards of new)” in the
programming   of  the Teatro   Rasi 

(Rasi Theatre) (Home of Ravenna
Teatro, the former church of Santa
Chiara established in 1250) and the
prose of the “teatro di tradizione
(theatre of tradition)”at the Teatro
Alighieri (Alighieri Theatre). 

DELLE ALBE THEATRE
Ravenna 

The itinerary of the Teatro delle Albe
is a good example of civil theatre, of
“theatre for”, of thinking, designing
and producing culture in relation with
the social context in which one lives,
moves and operates. 

The contemporary presence of two
apparently opposite tensions is, in
particular, of great interest: the no-
madism, from Romagna to the world,
especially towards the strong idea of
“south”; the rootedness within Ra-
venna, with the establishment of a
permanent theatre for the territory
which produces and present perform-
ances and at the same time trains the
new generations through and around
theatre (the “Non Scuola”). 

Nomadism is an essential, better still,
a necessary project of dialogue among
cultures and worlds, which becomes
precisely an aesthetical program with
the commencement of new writings or
rewritings, the staging of classics of
our theatre with new tones, accents,
languages. Jarry’s Ubu, for example,
presents itself at the (provisional)
conclusion of this itinerary – which
touches Chicago, Naples and Dakar –
like a trans-geographic and interracial
trajectory on the, unfortunately, uni-
versal theme of power craving and of
its terrible consequences. 
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A permanent forum, a meeting
point, but also a house for nomad
artists, a place of residence – and
therefore of work – which periodi-
cally opens itself to the confronta-
tion with the territory and that is
internally structured according to
the criterion of closeness, of the
proximity of close spaces which are
destined to welcome experiences,
processes and creative paths that
should be kept in isolation (for pro-
tection) but also communicating (in
relation). And it is naturally a thea-
tre, a container of stage events,
open to a European horizon but, at
the same time, careful to interact
with the territory where it is placed. 

Therefore, with these profound mo-
tivations of cultural sense and pol-
icy, Cango, supported by the Mu-
nicipality of Florence, by the Tus-
cany Region and from the Fon-
daziopne Ente Cassa di Risparmio –
Osservatorio per le Arti Contempo-
ranee (Foundation Savings Bank
Body – Observatory for Contempo-
rary Arts) provided of international
partnerships, is the seat of resi-
dence of Virgilio Sieni’s Company
and is the venue for performances,
reviews, festivals and special pro-
jects on performing arts; of training
and cultural activities for the terri-
tory; in particular of artist resi-
dences. 

The residence of artists (or compa-
nies), both well known and young,
is articulated in an extended period
of time. The purpose is to offer a
precious space for research and
creation during the stages of elabo-
ration and in depth study of the ar-
tistic projects, during a stay which
wishes to protect the artist and at
the same time stimulate him to-
wards sharing in order to produce
important moments of verification,
with other artists, with curators and
critics, with the public during open
sessions.  

 

The residencies are one of Cango’s
pivotal activities, because they fa-
vour a comparison between coexist-
ing artist, even of different disci-
plines, and allow the public to fol-
low, through the presentation of
studies, the unfolding of an artistic
process otherwise destined to re-
main invisible. 

 

It’s useful to begin from the geog-
raphy and the history of this “new
place” named Cango, in Florence.
The Cantieri Goldonetta are located
in the Santo Pririto neighbourhood
situated on the opposite side of the
Arno river, a special island of the
city, in the Goldoni area with a
strong theatrical inclination, which
enjoyed a certain splendour up to
1859 in the grand-ducal city. Sub-
sequently the complex begun to de-
teriorate and in 1917 the Arena and
the Saloncino were requisitioned by
military authorities. The decline be-
gins. 

The Saloncino remained a ware-
house until 1946, when it became
municipal, passing from a collection
point for of evacuees to warehouse
and lodging for evicted people. Dur-
ing the Seventies it finally returned
a theatre with two names who were
great in different ways and be-
longed to the history of theatre: in
1975 Tadeusz Kantor’s “Cricot”
company created the Wielopole
Wielopole show there, a master-
piece of new international theatre;
in 1978 the space became the “Bot-
tega Teatrale di Firenze (Theatrical
Woorkshop of Florence)”, under the
direction of Vittorio Gassman. 

Thus Florence’s municipal admini-
stration begun a long process of
reclamation, interrupted during the
Nineties, that lead to the restoration
of the Saloncino, which came to
completion in 2003. the space re-
opened with a global project  signed
by   Virgilio  Sieni  –   a   leading 

 

choreographer of Italian contempo-
rary dance – which reclaims both
the Saloncino’s original inclination
as place of performances, and also
a more contemporary vision, inter-
pretation of its potentiality as a new
space for artistic production of van-
guard. Infact, following a semantic
tradition which is quite practiced in
Italy and abroad, it takes up the
name of Cantieri Goldonetta (Gol-
donetta Yards). 

From an institutional point of view,
and more generally within an idea
of culture between the past and the
present, this utilisation project of
the Saloncino Goldoni that is at the
centre of Florence Municipality’s in-
vestment for the restoration and the
re-establishment of the Saloncino
Goldoni, aims at proving how the
two functions of safeguard and ex-
ploitation of cultural heritage can
and must be linked together. 

Furthermore, in the particular case
of Florence, the intention of sug-
gesting and stimulating a change of
scene and attitude is clear: from the
motionless contemplation of a won-
derful past, to the creativity which
intends to build today’s cultural
production on the past’s artistic val-
ues. 

In fact, nowadays Cango presents
itself as a place which is dedicated
to the body (rather, to the “democ-
racy of the body”), which is investi-
gated through different languages,
from dance to performance, will-
ingly digressing between expressive
spheres, in the manners and styles
that characterise the actions of the
most vital artists of our times. 

 
…continues 

Goldonetta Yards Florence

A historical place of Florence, in a
neighbourhood  which is particularly
vital and has a strong cohesive iden-
tity, that recovers more or less re-
mote historical inclinations (the
scene, from the nineteenth century’s
past to the splendours of the Seven-
ties with Kantor and Gassman) and
brings them up to date opening to the
inter-disciplinary character of today.
More in general, an original integra-
tion for a Florentine identity which is
excessively flattened on retrospective
and conservative positions. 

A living and fertile relationship with
the territory and the community of
reference (the neighbourhood, the
city) for which the theatrical and cul-
tural place is not just a venue for per-
formances and repetitions anymore
but also a place of encounter and a
seat of production, artistic elabora-
tion, place of relation with the public
in more mature and settled forms. 

The openness towards what is new,
towards the young generations of
contemporary artistic research (not
only choreographic and performing),
who are welcomed, protected and
supported in their research and ex-
perimentation in the, by now, so em-
blematic for of residence and of the
workshop, in other words towards
encounter and relationship (with
other artists, with the public, with the
space), of an interlaced and shared
design. 
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From the scope of its overall local
development strategy, the Munici-
pality of Catanzaro assigns particu-
lar importance to the cultural and
creative sectors and to the role they
play in the processed of urban re-
generation. The underlying idea is
that the presence of equipped
places – where young people can
learn, build networks, create and
present their artistic work, play mu-
sic, act, share spaces and instru-
mentation – and the initiation of ac-
tivities which can incentive ex-
changes and individual or group ex-
pressiveness, is not only useful in
satisfying the needs of artists and in
promoting the development of crea-
tive abilities, but also contributes to
urban regeneration, intended as
economic development, social inclu-
sion and physical redevelopment of
urban spaces.  

The municipal administration has
recently established, within the
process of strategic planning, a
thematic Table on “Young people,
Culture, Creativity and Urban Re-
generation” in order to promote a
greater involvement of associations,
individual artists and citizens in the
definition of strategies and interven-
tions. About thirty subjects (per
meeting) have participated in the
Table’s works, which up to now has
met twice (on 25 June and 8 July).
Besides for the representatives of
the municipal administration and of
training and cultural administrations
(such as the University, the Conser-
vatoire and the Academy of Fine
Arts), individual artists, musicians
and different associations operating
in the field of dance, theatre, music
and organization of cultural events,
participated in the meeting. 

 

Furthermore, at the purpose of col-
lecting and exploiting ideas and
proposals, the Municipality of Ca-
tanzaro has decided to launch a
Competition for the award of prizes
of planning ideas on the theme “cul-
ture and creativity for urban regen-
eration”. The competition is directed
to all citizens who intend to express
themselves in order to propose
ideas directed both towards the
possible use of public places and
spaces, already available or in the
reclamation stage, and for the pro-
motion of new initiatives which
could potentially be developed and
implemented by the administration
through the use of the tools made
available by national and Commu-
nity programming. 

Finally, with the participation in the
call for tenders of the URBACT II
Programme, aimed at the creation
of thematic networks between
European cities, the Catanzaro Mu-
nicipality’s action in support of the
development of cultural and crea-
tive sectors has opened towards the
outside, assuming an international
dimension. In the scope of the
above mentioned Programme, Ca-
tanzaro has adhered to two net-
works, to one as its leader, in the
sector of social inclusion, entitled
“Creative development”, and to the
other as a partner, in the sector of
the promotion of entrepreneurship,
named “Creative clusters in low
density areas”. Having been pre-
liminarily approved, both proposals
are currently in the executive plan-
ning stage. 

 

Although it is an ongoing experience, 
the activated process seems quite in-
teresting, both because it proves how 
a municipal administration that is 
motivated and open to new develop-
ment opportunities is capable of 
promoting a totally innovative action 
in relation to the local picture by de-
signing and initiating a plan which 
aims at including and involving the 
citizenry in the ideation of its collec-
tivity’s own future, and for the com-
plexity and coherence of the imple-
mented actions, which concentrate 
the city’s resources towards a single 
objective through the use of diverse 
operative methods and of different 
financing sources  

CATANZARO
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initiatives of the Steam Factory
should be placed at the boundaries
between activities of high artistic
content and more typically produc-
tive worlds. 

Currently, the subjects and groups
seated in the Factory, winners of
the tender, organize exhibitions,
competitions and researches linked
to contemporary art in its different
declinations, theatrical and dance
performances, concerts, training
courses, laboratories and stages all
year long. 

The objective is to transform the
Steam Factory in to a pole of refer-
ence in order to gather and organ-
ize the cultural, artistic and produc-
tive abilities of the city of Milan, and
to create a great laboratory of ideas
and of multiple creative experi-
ences. 

Through research, experimental and
laboratory activities, the Steam Fac-
tory configures itself, even in its
current and real dimension, as an
open and active space directed to-
wards the creation of new knowl-
edge, languages, technologies as
well as new activities and profes-
sionalisms within the cultural indus-
try. 

The winning subjects, 13 different
bodies which operate in the field of
contemporary cultural production,
whose activities are coordinated by
the FDVLAB Association – work a lot
with the young, making competence
and professionalism available for
them, at the purpose of creating a
true nexus between the processes
of cultural production and the ability
of interpreted creative innovation,
as a first resort, particularly for the
new generations. 

By trying to give a tangible answer
to the city’s cultural and social
needs, the Factory’s laboratories
intend to link themselves not only
with their territory of reference, but
also with the international creative
system in order to initiate a fruitful
exchange of ideas, experiences and
planning. At this purpose, from Sep-
tember 2007 and forth FDVLAB is a
member of the Trans Europe Halles,
an international network of inde-
pendent cultural centres which, es-
tablished in 1987, joins together 45
partners coming from 25 European
states. 

 

The Steam Factory, an emblematic
example of industrial archaeology of
the end of the Nineteenth Century,
rises  on an area of 30.000 sq.m. in
a central area of Milan, between
Corso Sempione and the Monumen-
tal Cemetery. Former seat of the
Carminati & Toselli, an enterprise
which operated in the sector of the
construction and repair of parts for
railways and tramways, from the
year 2000 and on it has witnessed
the initiation of a process of re-
conversion into a multifunctional
space dedicated to juvenile creativ-
ity due to the initiative of the Mu-
nicipal Administration. The first
renovated portion of 7.000 sq.m., is
destined to the activities of labora-
tories and groups of contemporary
artistic production of highly innova-
tive character, chosen through ten-
der; the remaining part, still await-
ing renovation will open to further
exhibition and performance activi-
ties and to different complementary
services. 

The first act of a rather long and
complicated procedure was pre-
cisely the public call for tenders by
the Municipality of Milan, in the year
2000, in order to identify the sub-
jects – cultural associations, indi-
vidual artists, legal enterprises –
that through specific projects linked
to productive artistic and cultural
activities could manage the initial
activities of the centre, intended as
a place dedicated to the  

 

experimentation, research and de-
velopment of new languages and to
the sharing of experiences, and at
the same time open to the most in-
novative and vital proposals of the
city and of the national and interna-
tional scene. The Municipal admini-
stration, in destining the area’s
buildings to a pole of juvenile cul-
tural production, identified the fol-
lowing macro areas: music, design
and graphics, visual arts and pho-
tography, new media, thea-
tre/dance/cinema, writing, interdis-
ciplinary area. A complete spectrum
of activities was foreseen for each
macro area, with rehearsal rooms
and recording and production stu-
dios, venues for laboratories and
workshops, exhibition halls, digital
laboratories, review halls, archives,
specialized libraries, residences for
artists. 

In the current stage of the project’s
development an optimal solution for
the Steam Factory’s global eco-
nomic setup has yet to be defined,
but the most probable managing
hypothesis foresees a relationship
between the Municipality and the
private subjects. Also a plan of self-
financing, for the already operating
selected subject, which can be car-
ried out thanks to the profits deriv-
ing from own activities (services,
performances, leases, workshops),
ad hoc financing of specific projects
(with governmental incentives of EU
funds, being the activities also part
of training projects, in the broad
sense), interventions of sponsors
and privates interested in the sup-
port of such activities. In a certain
sense the – present and future – 

 

 

…continues 

(Association of Steam 
Factory Laboratories) 
MILAN 

A project of great interest, even
though it is ongoing and also charac-
terized by some complexity in making
the expectancies of the urban social
cultural context correspond with real
development opportunities and with
the true commencement of the activi-
ties in coherent form of coordination
also with an institutional recognizabil-
ity, which contains important starting
points: 

- the re-conversion of a monumen-
tal and emblematic factory in it-
self, for the city, in a central area
which, by the way, is character-
ized by the presence of numerous
ethnic communities coming from
other Countries; 

- its being destined to juvenile
creativity, in multidisciplinary
forms – in an attentive and open
glance of the contemporaneity of
transversal knowledge; 

- the managing methodologies
which attempt to combine cul-
tural and horizon openness
(“creative risk”) with the new
productive world and logics of
economic sustainability; 

- the institutional relation – which
still needs to be fully developed
– between the Municipality and
associations (mostly non profit);
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The Man, Museum of Art of the
Province of Nuoro, was established
in 1999 through the initiative of the
Provincial Administration; in is situ-
ated in the city’s historical centre, in
a XIX century palace. 

The museum extends over a surface
of 600 sq.m. on four floors: the first
and second reserved for temporary
exhibitions and events, the third
preserves the collection of Sardinian
art of the XX Century, approxi-
mately a hundred  works selected
from the estates of four public bod-
ies: the Province, the Municipality,
the Chamber of Commerce and the
Provincial Agency for Tourism. At
the ground floor besides for the re-
ception and bookshop there are en-
vironments dedicated to laborato-
ries for children and collective exhi-
bitions of young local artists. Fur-
thermore, the Man occupies spaces
outside from its seat with multidis-
ciplinary interventions and projects
that wish to enrich its presence in
the urban territory. 

When it was established the mu-
seum declared that its mission was
to give space to Italian and interna-
tional artists with particular atten-
tion to the territory, developing a
research activity in the historic-
artistic sphere through the ex-
change with other national muse-
ums with similar characteristics.
Furthermore it adopted a program
of architectural, graphical and visual
art exhibitions and an activity of ac-
quisitions aiming at the enlarge-
ment and the qualification of its col-
lection. 

 

The museum promotes and divulges
the heritage of Sardinian art from
the beginning of the XX century
forth, also dialoguing with the new
generation of artists coming from
the region. At the same time it also
places the territory’s autochthonous
creativity in comparison with the
diffused creativity of the rest of It-
aly and the world. 

Notwithstanding the difficult geo-
graphic position that distances it
from the most active centres of art,
and even though it is the only mu-
seum of contemporary art in Sar-
dinia, during the course of years the
Man has managed to develop a
process of approach to expressive
languages and of knowledge of Sar-
dinian art on the part of the citi-
zenry (and of the institutions which
firmly believed in this project), also
managing to collect the interest and
the curiosity of critics and of the
public opinion which moves around
in the rest of the Italian peninsula.
It is also quite interesting to note
that the tender for the assignment
of the management of the Museum
was won by Cristiana Collu at the
age of 26, a unique case in Italy. 

This season’s exhibition, “Mondo e
Terra. La collezione del Frac Corsica
(World and Land. The collection of
the Corsica FRAC)”(19 June – 5 Oc-
tober 2008) is of great impact and
of deep conceptual innovation, and
is dedicated to the dialogue be-
tween two islands which are physi-
cally contiguous, two Countries, two
close and faraway worlds like Sar-
dinia and Corsica; and more gener-
ally to the island concept – better
still, islands in the plural form and
in relation with each other – like so-
cial-cultural archetypes. 

The underlying theme is once again
the relationship between particular
and universal, with an original and
formally perfect interpretation of
the dualism “world/land” (open-
ness/closure being the exhibition’s
keywords) in the territorial context
of an isle, which from concept turns
into shape and finally into sign. 

Once again, in this way the Man op-
erates and intervenes on questions
related to the territory and the terri-
tories, a sign of conscious pro-
gramming and of a cultural design
which is attentive to legitimating
and rooting  - consider the “Site-
Specific” project commenced in
2007 with the zimmerfrei collective,
a program of events, interventions,
multidisciplinary artistic actions, in-
tegrated with encounters, work-
shops, diffuse residencies in seats
external to the museum. 

 

 

The Man is a successful example of
the great political cultural determina-
tion that the local public bodies of
Nuoro have displayed, having been
established in the “desert” of a region
which is fundamentally considered a
tourist destination mostly of envi-
ronmental value and not so much a
centre of contemporary cultural pro-
duction.  

It is an excellent attempt of re-
definition of the collective perception
of a city and of a territory, both from
the inside and from the outside:
therefore of logics of exploitation of
the patrimony and identity and at the
same time of attraction of resources,
attention, sensibilities form broader
national and international contexts;
an ambitious process of transmission
of knowledge on the territory’s artis-
tic excellences towards the outside
and of contemporaneity on the terri-
tory, of cultural exchange with the
rest of Italy, at the purpose of creat-
ing a network not only among the
projects and the artistic creativities
but also among operators, critics and
curators who engage themselves in
carrying out research and to experi-
ment and sustain the new. 

The Man is certainly model case of a
Province which has invested, and still
invests, on culture and on strongly
contemporary contents which are not
of immediate communication, privileg-
ing the creation of a propulsive struc-
ture working on the difficult lo-
cal/global ridge, over the cheap tricks
of turning culture and art into a spec-
tacle or an event: the expression of a
land (better yet, of an isle) and the
dialogue between this land and the
world, the interpretation of memories
and of identity substratums and the
glance open even to faraway contem-
poraneity. 
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The Municipality of Naples is cur-
rently working for the realization of
another important stretch, regard-
ing the costal section of the line
that passes under the Historical
Centre. Currently, work is ongoing
in the Toledo, Municipo, Università
and Duomo yards. 

The works at the so called Archae-
ology stations have reserved unex-
pected surprises. At the end of
2003, during the excavation for the
construction of the station at Piazza
Municipio, findings of Roman epoch
were discovered; after the subse-
quent excavation it became possible
to reconstruct the ancient costal line
of this area where the ancient port
of Neapolis once rose. 

 

The Stations of Art are an example of
re-qualification of the so called “non
areas” created around the places of
public transportation. 

The architects and artists who partici-
pated in the work (Gae Aulenti, Ales-
sandro Mendini and many others)
contribute to the realization of a per-
fect union between art and city plan-
ning, a “mandatory museum” enjoy-
able on an everyday basis by the citi-
zens of Naples. 

The Stations of Art derive from a
project promoted by the municipal
administration in order to render
the places of mobility more attrac-
tive and to offer everyone the pos-
sibility of an encounter with con-
temporary art. 

The internal and external spaces of
the station have welcomed more
than 180 works of the most prestig-
ious contemporary authors, consti-
tuting one of the most interesting
examples of decentralized museum,
distributed along the entire urban
area, a museum which is not a
closed space, a place of concentra-
tion of works of art, but an open
exhibitory route, for a dynamic en-
joyment of the artistic handiwork.
The realization of the stations
themselves, entrusted to architects
of international reputation repre-
sented a moment of strong re-
qualification of vast areas of the ur-
ban tissue.   

The project, which remained idle for
12 years due to lack of funds, from
1992 to 2004, was re-initiated by
the Regional Department of Trans-
portation, which first allowed its fi-
nancing with its own and state
funds that had been transferred to
the Campania Region and subse-
quently its completion in less than
three years. 

The Dante station was inaugurated
in 2002 and is a both internal and
external re-qualification interven-
tion. The interior is characterized by

walls covered by crystals with steel
fittings; the works are of various
artists: oils by Carlo Alfano, a beau-
tiful coloured mosaic by Carlo de
Maria, the metaphorical installation
by Jannis Kounellis. The overlooking
square was re-designed by the ar-
chitect Gae Aulenti. 

The Museo station is an important
junction for the subway of Naples.
The project of the exterior is of the
architect Gae Aulenti and consists of
o red coloured building surrounded
by gardens, kiosks and fountains. At
the inside it is possible to admire
the original of the Carafa head and
a series of reproductions of ancient
works. 

The Meterdei station , opened in
2003 and was realized by architect
Alessandro Mendini. It re-qualified a
particularly destitute area. It is ar-
chitecturally interesting, but dam-
aged by negligence and is partially
inaccessible. It is characterized by
maritime environments and very
lively colours. 

The Salvator Rosa station is the
masterpiece among the stations of
art. Also realized by architect Mend-
ini, it has the merit of re-qualifying
the exterior environment even more
than the interior one. 

The Vanviltelli station is known for
a wide luminous spiral, a work of
Mario Merz, representing the ge-
ometries related to the Fibonacci
sequence. 

The Quattro Giornate station is
dedicated to the re-evocation of the
days which liberated Naples during
World War Two. 

The Rione Alto station was realized
with the contributions of young
Neapolitan debuting artists. 

LE STAZIONI DELL’ARTE
(THE STATIONS OF ART) 

…continues LE STAZIONI DELL’ARTE
(THE STATIONS OF ART) 
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Zo is a “factory” of cultural pro-
gramming and production, net-
worked with other analogous
international structures, which
promotes the diffusion of every
cultural and artistic form linked
to the languages and the knowl-
edge of the contemporary. It is
the case of a mutant space, imag-
ined in order to welcome multidisci-
plinary events which from time to
time present different needs and
characteristics, thus experimenting
new methods of enjoyment. Zo
combines a strong cultural soul, di-
rected towards the research of new
expressive languages, with the ex-
perimentation of a new entrepre-
neurial form. 

The Zo Centre is managed by the
Officine cooperative, a coopera-
tive enterprise established in Cata-
nia by the encounter of a group of
cultural operators who, after a
number of work experiences in Italy
and abroad, decided to return to
their city at the purpose of setting
up an innovative cultural project.
Established at the end of 1997, the
cooperative intends to propose and
carry out an innovative entrepre-
neurial model, based on the concept
of a structure articulated in “con-
centric circles”, where integration is
a type of horizontal exchange be-
tween different competences and
attitudes and it becomes a great
resource if combined with a clear
and well defined attribution of re-
sponsibilities and roles. 

The Zo Centre occupies the build-
ing of an old sulphur refinery,
near the train station of the city of
Catania. 

The complex, obtained in grant
from the Municipality of Catania
and renovated thanks to the
funds for juvenile entrepreneur-
ship, extends over a surface of
1600 sq.m. – of which 1100 indoors
– and is articulated in a modular
manner thus consenting the adapta-
tion of spaces on the basis of the
typology of the housed events. The
following are present: a multifunc-
tional hall of 300 sq.m., a hall dedi-
cated to courses, laboratories and
productive activities, a cafete-
ria/restaurant (Zo food) and a
bookshop/internet point which also
offers a collection of specialized pe-
riodicals. 

Zo’s cultural activity develops
through five main lines: program-
ming, production and co-
production, training and labora-
tory courses, artistic residen-
cies, festivals. Each activity pos-
sesses an identity and methodology
of its own and foresees the possibil-
ity of exchange with the others,
stimulating in this way a contamina-
tion that is both inevitable and pro-
ductive at the same time. 

Zo’s offer also comprises: ZoMeet-
ing, a structure of services which is
addressed especially to companies
seeking original and alternative
congress venues, offering specific
benefits in terms of image and ex-
ceptional recreational activity op-
portunities; ZoMedia, a creative
agency active in the visual design,
multimedia and audiovisual fields;
Zo Sound, dedicated to the concept
and to the realization of audio prod-
ucts for artistic projects. 

Each of Zo’s activities has its main
addressees: the local public inter-
ested in cultural activities; the stu-
dents of the University, of the
Academy of Fine Arts and of Schools
for cultural and training activities;
the users of the cafeteria and of the
restaurant; companies, associations
of category and institutions as users
of the convention activities. 

Once public financing was ter-
minated, it was chosen to work
on a greater development of
customer loyalty, also through the
differentiation of the Centre’s activi-
ties. In reference to training activi-
ties, a number of collaborations with
different university faculties and
with some schools were activated.
An attempt was also made to in-
volve the world of enterprises
(some enterprises and banks sup-
ported projects of the Centre). 

 

Zo is considered a “pilot project” at
the national level because it combines
a strong cultural soul, directed to-
wards the research of new expressive
languages, with the experimentation
of an innovative entrepreneurial form. 
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